
Features and Description: 

ITEM NO. Outlet pressure Remark 

PBR-027-2 

PBR-028-2 

PBR-029-2 

750~950 psi 

450~550 psi 

750~950 psi 

3000 HP 

4500 LP 

4500 HP 

√ Discs in the regulator body rather than springs, faster response to 
pressure change 

√ Customized output pressure, easily adapts to different paintball 
gun 

√ OEM for world-famous brands, nice and stable performance 

√ Designated supplies for international competitions 

√ Shots with accuracy, better performance than other brands 

√ Repair kit and accessories available; fast and sufficient supplies 
  

※ Bonus: You will get 4 sizes of o-rings that can be applied to this regulator as the 

photo shows below:  (②x 1、⑬x2、⑲x1) 

 
Adjustable 360 degree inlet, you can fill the air easily. T6061 Aluminum alloy body, light and 

firm 18mm gauge, the smallest volume on the market to minimize the inconvenience of use. 

Stainless steel fill nipple reduces wear and tear, long life and durable. 

 



 



Features and Description: 

ITEM NO. Name Outlet pressure Remark 

PBR-001-3 

PBR-002-3 

PBR-003-3 

HPA3-003 

LPA4.5-003 

HPA4.5-003 

750~950 psi 

450~550 psi 

750~950 psi 

3000 HP 

4500 LP 

4500 HP 

√ Faster response to pressure change, increase shot counts=less gap 
during shoots 

√ OEM for famous international brands, nice and stable performance 

√ Repair kit and accessories available; fast and sufficient supplies  
 

※ Bonus: You will get 4 sizes of o-rings that can be applied to this regulator as the 

photo shows below:(②x 1、⑬x2、⑲x1) 

 

The regulator response to pressure change fast to increase shot counts and provide 

less gap during shoots. Popular item OEM for famous international brands with nice 

and stable performance. Repair kit and accessories available with fast and sufficient 

supplies. 

 
 
 



 

 



Features and Description: 

ITEM NO. Outlet pressure Remark 

PBR-024-2 

PBR-025-2 

PBR-026-2 

750~950 psi 

450~550 psi 

750~950 psi 

3000 HP 

4500 LP 

4500 HP 

√ Faster response to pressure change, increase shot counts=less gap 
during shoots 

√ OEM for famous international brands, nice and stable performance  
√ Repair kit and accessories available; fast and sufficient supplies 

 

※ Bonus: You will get 4 sizes of o-rings that can be applied to this regulator as the 

photo shows below:(②x 1、⑬x2、⑲x1) 

 

The regulator response to pressure change fast to increase shot counts and provide 

less gap during shoots. Popular item OEM for famous international brands with nice 

and stable performance. Repair kit and accessories available with fast and sufficient 

supplies. 

 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Features and Description: 

ITEM NO. Outlet pressure Remark 

PBR-010-3 

PBR-011-3 

PBR-012-3 

750~950 psi 

450~550 psi 

750~950 psi 

3000 HP 

4500 LP 

4500 HP 

√ 360 degree brass shaft 
√ Faster response to pressure change, increase shot counts 
√ OEM for famous international brands, nice and stable with fast and 
sufficient supplies 
√ For high pressure tank 
 
※ Bonus: You will get 4 sizes of o-rings that can be applied to this regulator as the 

photo shows below: (②x 1、⑪x2、⑰x1) 
 
The 360 degree shaft regulator responses to pressure change fast to increase shot 
counts and provide less gap during shoots. Popular item OEM for famous 
international brands with nice and stable performance. Repair kit and accessories 
available with fast and sufficient supplies. It'a for high pressure tank. 

 



 



Features and Description： 

2.9M coiled hose is stretchable and easy to use. Standard quick disconnect (QD) and 

slidecheck help you degass and unload the paintball gun easily. The knurling design 

on the QD gets better grip while using. The set works with CO2 and HPA. 

ITEM NO. I.D. (mm) O.D. (mm) W.P. (psi) B.P.(psi) Remark 

LC-10 3.5 8.4 3,000 12,000  

 
 



 

Remote hose parts Parts NO. 

1.Universal Fill 

Adapter 

 

2.Fill Nipple 

 

3.Quick-slide 

GP-007 

 

GP-004 

 

GP-014 

 

Description 

 Remote coiled hose with 3,000 psi working pressure  

 Press push button to degas and remove paintball gun 



 

 Universal fill adapter will work with any paintball air system 

 



Paintball Remote Coil hose-LC-5   
 
2.9M coiled hose is stretchable and easy to use. The push button is designed to 
degass and unload the paintball gun quickly. User-friendly design:90° coiled 
connecting straight and coiled hose parts. The set works with CO2 and HPA. 

ITEM NO. I.D. (mm) O.D. (mm) W.P. (psi) B.P.(psi) Remark 

LC-5 1/8” 8.4 3,000 12,000  

 



 

Remote hose parts Parts NO. 

-Universal Fill Adapter 
-Quick Disconnect 

(Push button) 
- Fill Nipple 

GP-007 
GP-011 
 
GP-012 

 

Description 
 Remote coiled hose with 3,000 psi working pressure  
 Press push button to degas and remove paintball gun 
 Universal fill adapter will work with any paintball air system 



 
 


